
Air Week Episode Description

09/11/23 168 - Cowboy for a Day

Elizabeth and her friends head to Sandy Valley Ranch and take part in Cowboy 

for a Day! Here they’ll learn Team Cattle

Penning, Roping, Axe-Throwing, Herding, and Stagecoach Driving

09/18/23 181 - Prehistoric Hollywood

Join teen travel hostess Elizabeth Stanton and Devon Werkheiser at the world’s 

most famous ice age fossil excavation site!

Tour the Page Museum and the La Brea Tar Pits for a real archaeological dig 

and a glimpse into the Pleistocene.

09/25/23 182 - Bahamas Adventures

It really is better in the Bahamas with teen travel hostess Elizabeth Stanton, 

Jesse LeBeau and Devon Werkheiser as they

tour Blue Lagoon Island and the Ardastra Zoo in Nassau!

10/02/23 183 - Life on Horseback

Join teen travel hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her friends for a real equestrian 

adventure, from the dusty trails of Colorado

and the dude ranches of Nevada to the vaulting arena in sunny southern 

California.

10/09/23

184 - Behind The Scenes (special 

episode)

Lift the veil on the magic of television production in this special series episode 

as hostess Elizabeth Stanton takes you

behind the scenes of Great Big World.

10/16/23 186 - Venice

Explore Europe’s famous floating city with travel hostess Elizabeth Stanton and 

Maiara Walsh during Italy’s exciting festival,

the Carnival of Venice.

10/23/23 191 - Eastern Europe

Tour Central Europe's fascinating countries, Austria and Slovenia, with 

Elizabeth Stanton, Jesse LeBeau, and Maiara Walsh,

with trips to Innsbruck, Vienna and Ljubljana!

10/30/23 185 - Favorite Foods

Tour the kitchens, farms and festivals of the world with travel hostess Elizabeth 

Stanton to sample some of her favorite

foods in the United States and Germany
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11/06/23 187 - Venice Carnival

Experience the mystery of the masquerade with Elizabeth Stanton and Maiara 

Walsh in Venice, Italy during the colorful Carnival season: see the costumes, 

make the masks, dine at the balls and tour the city that history made famous!

11/13/23 188 - Slovenia

Explore Ljubljana's caves, castles and culinary culture with Elizabeth Stanton 

and Maiara Walsh!

11/20/23 192 - Southern California

Discover exciting new adventures in Southern California with Elizabeth Stanton 

and Jesse LeBeau at the inspiring Wolf

Connection and the historic Battleship Iowa.

11/27/23 190 - Innsbruck

Investigate Innsbruck, the historic alpine town that goes for the gold, with 

Elizabeth Stanton and Jesse LeBeau: tour historic

old town, take a funicular to the top, day trip into a snowy village, and so much 

more!

12/04/23 193 - Room Escape Adventures

Travel hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her celebrity friends are trapped in a 

room with a zombie! Join them as they attempt to solve tricky riddles in a race 

to beat the clock and escape!

12/11/23 194 - Berlin

Explore one of Europe’s most fascinating cities with Elizabeth Stanton and 

Garrett Clayton! Tour the town, see the art, walk

the infamous Berlin Wall, and visit the palaces of Potsdam!

12/18/23 134 - Hollywood Christmas Parade

Ho Ho Ho!  It’s Christmastime in Tinseltown, so join award-winning teen 

hostess Elizabeth Stanton and her celebrity friends

Jimmy Bennett and Rob Pinkston behind the scenes of the historic Hollywood 

Christmas Parade!

12/25/23 200 - Croatia

Croatia is no longer Europe’s best kept secret! Discover this amazing country 

on the Adriatic Sea with Elizabeth Stanton,

Garrett Clayton, Jesse LeBeau and Maiara Walsh. Walk the ancient walls in 

Dubrovnik and Ston, explore the Diocletian Palace in Split, and so much more!

01/01/24 207 - Winter Sports

Go for the gold with Elizabeth Stanton and her friends as they explore the best 

in winter sports! Travel to Park City, Utah to

ride in the Comet, suit up for some speed skating, zipline and snowmobile! 

Then it’s off to Innsbruck, Dubai and Yerevan!



01/08/24 210 - Liz Takes On...

You will be so skilled after this episode of hands on discoveries with Elizabeth 

Stanton and friends! Create your own

perfume in the French Riviera, put your pottery skills to the test in Yerevan, 

bake truffles in Vienna, and chip away at the Berlin Wall!

01/15/24 211 - Fantastic Festivals 

What makes a great party? Find out with Elizabeth Stanton and her friends in 

this great global trek through the festivals of

Southern California, Germany, and Dubai, with an extra special stop at the 

incredible Carnival celebration in Venice!

01/22/24 212 - Palaces and Palazzos 

See some of the most imperial structures of the world with Elizabeth Stanton 

and her friends in St. Petersburg, Russia;

Venice, Italy; Munich and Berlin, Germany; and Innsbruck and Vienna, Austria.

01/29/24 213 - Volunteering in Armenia

You’ve never seen Armenia quite like this… and you’ll never forget it. Join 

Elizabeth Stanton and Jennifer Veal in this special

episode of giving back in Armenia: visit the Orran Center in Yerevan, help build 

homes in impoverished rural villages, beautify English Park, and tour a high 

school campus whose students are changing the world.

02/05/24 214 - Adriatic Adventures

Natural beauty and epic adventures collide on the Adriatic Coast! Explore Italy, 

Croatia, and Montenegro with Elizabeth

Stanton and her friends! Learn the careful art of blowing glass, see the natural 

set for Kings Landing, eat oysters, explore Roman ruins and so much more!

02/12/24 215 - Jaipur

Color, chaos and incredible wildlife reign in Jaipur, India’s first planned city! 

Find adventure with Elizabeth, Jennifer Veal

and Bryant Wood at the Amer Fort, a Maharaja’s Palace, the Monkey Temple, 

some amazing markets and so much more!

02/19/24 219 - Copenhagen

Journey into Scandinavia with Elizabeth and Jennifer Veal! See Copenhagen 

by boat, visit Tivoli Gardens, and catch the

Royal Guard in action!

02/26/24 220 - Mumbai

Trek into Mumbai, India’s home for the dreamers, with Elizabeth, Bryant Wood 

and Jennifer Veal! See the world’s largest

outdoor laundry mat, ride through the market, take an eye-opening slum tour, 

and more!



03/04/24 221 - French Riviera

Gorgeous coastlines, medieval villages, and adventures on the water await you 

in the French Riviera! See all the sites with

Elizabeth and Garrett Clayton with stops in St-Tropez, Monaco, Monte Carlo 

and more!

03/11/24 222 - Best of Agra and India

Take an amazing tour of the Taj Mahal, one of the Seven Wonders of the 

World, with Elizabeth, Jennifer Veal and Bryant

Wood! Then explore more of India with stops in Delhi, Mumbai and Jaipur!

03/18/24 224 - Washington DC and Virginia

Tour the historic United States capitol city, Washington DC, and neighboring 

Mount Vernon, Virginia with Elizabeth and her friend Jennifer Veal!	

03/25/24 223 - Stockholm

Experience Stockholm with Elizabeth Stanton and Jennifer Veal! Tour Old 

Town, take a wildlife safari and see the city from

the rooftops!

04/01/24 225 - Jerusalem

Elizabeth and Jennifer Veal take an historical journey through the ancient sites 

of Jerusalem.

04/08/24 217 - Delhi

Find adventure in Delhi, India, with Elizabeth and her celebrity friends! Take a 

rickshaw ride through the market, visit the Red Fort, learn all about traditional 

Indian dress, and so much more!

04/15/24 216 - Abu Dhabi

Experience the unforgettable city of Abu Dhabi in the UAE with Elizabeth, 

Jennifer Veal and Bryant Wood! Tour the city center and discover some of the 

coolest places to visit, then escape to the desert to ride camels and go dune 

bashing

before visiting the Falcon Hospital!

04/22/24 218 - Armenian Adventures

"Explore one of the oldest countries in the world with Elizabeth and Bryant 

Wood! Conquer the snow drifts, warm up with

some traditional Armenian sweets, learn some new skills at the pottery studio 

and more!"	

04/29/24 227 - Marrakesh

Elizabeth, Garrett Clayton, and Jennifer Veal discover the culturally rich and 

exotic country of Morocco including

Marrakesh, the Kasbah, and riding camels in the desert.

05/06/24 228 - Israel

What is it about Israel that draws visitors from all over the world? It's a complex 

country that's home to a remarkable history and a remarkable present too.  

Elizabeth and friends get the full tour.



05/13/24 233 - German Adventures

Elizabeth, Maiara Walsh and Garrett Clayton explore the best of Germany 

including Frankfurt, Berlin, and Munich.

05/20/24 234 - Exotic Journeys

Elizabeth, Garrett Clayton Jennifer Veal and Bryant Wood explore the exotic 

countries of Morocco and India including the

Taj Mahal.

05/27/24 235 - Flavors of Europe

Elizabeth, Maiara Walsh, Jennifer Veal and Jesse LeBeau eat their way 

through Europe to find the most traditional foods of

each country.

06/03/24 236 - Middle Eastern Adventures

Elizabeth along with Jennifer Veal along with special guests Montel Williams 

and Dean Cain explore Tel Aviv, The Temple of

Zeus in Jordan, Caesaria Maritima, the Hippodrome, and King Herod’s palace.

06/10/24 230 - Florence

Elizabeth and Jennifer Veal are off on a Tuscan retreat in the romantic city of 

Florence in which they’ll learn crafts with

leather, explore the vineyards, and tour the city’s world famous artwork.

06/17/24 231 - Italy & the Mediterranean

Elizabeth and Garrett Clayton explore beautiful waters, ancient ruins and 

incredible yachts.  Plus sightseeing in Rome and

the Vatican.

06/24/24 232 - Amman & the Dead Sea

Elizabeth and Jennifer Veal explore Jordan’s capitol city of Amman, plus 

ancient Roman ruins and temples, and of course,

floating in the Dead Sea.  Then off to Jerusalem to see the Jaffa Gate and the 

Church of the Holy Sepulcher.

07/01/24 237 - Nordic Expedition

Elizabeth and her friends Jennifer Veal and Lucas Cruikshank discover royal 

castles, colorful architecture, and awesome

adventures while in Sweden and Denmark.

07/08/24 239 - Camel Ride Adventures

Elizabeth and her friends return to the Arabian Peninsula as they escape to the 

desert for camel rides, sandboarding, and

“dune bashing”.

07/15/24 240 - Amazing Animals

Elizabeth, Bryant Wood and Garrett Clayton search the world for the most 

amazing animals in some of the most exotic

locations.



07/22/24 238 - Hidden European Gems

Elizabeth and her friends Maiara Walsh, Garrett Clayton, Jennifer Veal and 

Jesse LeBeau as they visit Croatia’s beautiful

coastline, the Cold War Museum in Moscow, and searching for truffles in Italy.


